What do I say to capture a professional’s attention?
A special thank you to Michael Ciletti and Glenn Parnham for sharing these awesome
tidbits with us from our Victory Mentoring Call on April 28, 2016.
Michael: (What to say to your prospect)
I know you come across a lot of stuff and get pitched on a lot of things, It is not very
often you come across a product that has the clinical proof that is getting absorbed
into the cells within 5 minutes of taking it. How many products do you know that can
make that claim? I am working with a research scientist who co-developed the
technology that has been clinically shown to get nutrients into the cells within 5
minutes of taking it. I would be happy to send you over a couple links so you can see
this research for yourself.
Send them the Prodovite study, the live blood cell video and a bio about Bill.
Glenn:
If you initially get no from your sponsor, please do not give up! This is a gift from
God! Prodovite, Brain Reward and Victory Nutrition are going to change the
industry! We can finally lead with the product instead of talking to people; do you
want a home-based business with tax advantages?
What to say to your prospect:
Do you know anybody in who would like better health? We have a product with
irrefutable scientific evidence that proves it is the very best and only product of its
kind in human history as far as the human nutritional industry.
6 billion dollars is spent on multi-vitamins and the vitamin industry in the last 10
years has been bought out 99% by the pharmaceutical cartel and it is synthetic crap.
If any body is taking a pill or capsule, say do you have any proof it gets in to the only
place it matters and it is called the bloodstream? NO you don’t have it because it
doesn’t happen. Now we have a product with irrefutable evidence.
Victory is Product driven with Irrefutable evidence
and the people who run the company are just incredible people!
If someone says no right now, just tell him or her you will keep him or her posted. If
you don’t get them on the first go around, you will get them on the second go round.
If someone says their product is just as good, say excuse me…. prove it If you cant
prove it shut up about how good your product is and I am going to take all your
customers.
Do you know anyone who would like better health?
We are with a winner and we haven’t even gotten started yet!

